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Abstract— One of the widely used approaches in image recognition is Principle Component Analysis(PCA) because of the 
good balance between the speed and simplicity of the algorithm and the results by using it. In the last years many variants of 
PCA were developed: two dimensional PCA, two directional two dimensional PCA, extended two dimensional PCA and 
extended two dimensional two directional PCA, the last one developed by the first two authors of the present paper. In this 
paper we go further with this study by considering a mixed approach between E2DPCA and diagonal PCA. The mixed 
approach not only takes approximately the same amount of time for training and testing as the classical approach, but also 
gives better recognition accuracy for some of the PCA algorithm variants. 
 
Keyword—  Face Detection, PCA. 
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
 
The face is our primary focus of attention in social 
life playing an important role in conveying identity 
and emotions. We can recognize a number of faces 
learned throughout our life span and identity faces at 
a glance even after years of seperation. This skill is 
quite robust despite of large variations in visual 
stimulus due to changing conditions, ageing and 
distractions such as beard, glasses or changes in 
hairstyle. 
 
Computational models of face recognition are 
interesting because they can contribute not only to 
theoretical knowledge but also to practical 
applications. Computers that detect and recognize 
faces could be applied to a wide variety of task 
including criminal identification, security system, 
image and film processing, identity verification, 
tagging purposes and human computer interaction. 
Unfortunately, developing a computational model of 
face detection and recognition is quite difficult 
because faces are complex, multidimensional and 
meaningful visual stimuli. 
Face detection is used in many places now a days 
especially the websites hosting images like picasa, 
photobucket and facebook. The automatically tagging 
feature adds a new dimension to sharing pictures 
among the people who are in the picture and also 
gives the idea to other people about who the person is 
in the image. In our project, we have studied and 
implemented  a pretty simple but very effective face 
detection algorithm which takes human skin color 
into account. 
 
Our aim, which we believe we have reached, was to 
develop a method of face recognition that is fast, 
robust, reasonably simple and accurate with a 
relatively simple and easy to understand algorithms 
and techniques. 
II. DETAILS  EXPERIMENTAL 

 

2.1. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) 
PCA involves a mathematical procedure that 
transforms a number of possibly correlated variables 
into a number of uncorrelated variables called 
principle components, related to original variables by 
an orthogonal transformation. This transformation is 
defined in such a way that the first principle 
component has a high variance as possible (that is, 
accounts for as much of the variability in the data as 
possible), and each succeeding component in turn has 
the highest variance possible under the constraint that 
it be orthogonal to the preceeding components. PCA 
is sensitive to the relative scaling of the original 
variables. Depending on the field of application, it is 
also named the discrete Karhunen-Loeve transform 
(KTL), Hotelling transform or Proper Orthogonal 
Decomposition (POD). 
 
The major advantage of PCA is that the eigenface 
approach helps reducing the size of the database 
required for the recognition of a test image. The 
trained images are not stored as raw images rather 
they are stored as weights which are found out 
projecting each and every trained image to the set of 
eigenfaces obtained. 
 
Advantages of PCA 
 
 It is the simplest approach which can be used for 

data compression and face recognition. 
 Operates at a faster rate. 
 
2.2. Eigenface  approach 
Mathematically, the principle component of the 
distribution of faces are found out using the eigenface 
approach. First the eigenvectors of the covariance 
matrix of the set of face images is found out and then 
they are sorted according to their eigenvalues. Then a 
threshold eigenvalue is taken into account and 
eigenvectors with eigenvalues less than that threshold 
values are discarded. So ultimately the eigenvectors 
having the most significant eigenvalues are 
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selected.Then the set of face images are projected 
into the significant eigenvectors to obtain a set called 
eigenfaces.Each individual face can be represented 
exactly as the linear combination of “eigenfaces” or 
each face can also be approximated using those 
significant eigenfaces obtained using the most 
significant eigenvalues 
 

. 
Fig.1. System Architecture 

 

 
Fig.2. 

 
The fundamental job of this interface is that it 
initiates the video camera to capture various frames 
that we need for further processing for face detection. 
 

 
Fig.3. 

 
Fig.4. 

 
Since the project is designed to detect only human 
beings so, here is the proven example that it is not 
detecting the dog’s face (Fig.4.). This is the main and 
the most integral ounce of our project and the entire 
working of the project circumvents around this 
interface. This interface makes use of PCA algorithm 
to map the facial eigenvectors captured from the 
frames into mathematical three dimensional space. 
This interface has the expertise to distinguish 
between the human faces and the other objects. It 
only captures the human faces. 
 
We now train the database so that it can recognize an 
individual when he/she encounters the camera. The 
main purpose of doing this is recognizing the person 
by their name and saving that for the future use. The 
information i.e. the image and the name of the 
individual is stored in an encrypted folder which is 
not a part of the software. The name of the person 
that is stored in the folder will appear as a face tag 
above the capture box. 
 

 
Fig.5. 

 
After the appearance of the capture box the job of the 
algorithm is to detect whether the person facing the 
camera has his/her information i.e. image already 
stored in the system or is a new entity for the 
software. If former is the case then the person facing 
the camera will be successfully identified with their 
name tag. If latter is the case then that person’s name 
has to be saved manualy in the database folder for 
identification and recognition purposes. Also the 
system gives the count of the humans present in the 
camera range. A noticing feature of this software is 
its ability to distinguish human beings from any other 
objects like animals, toys, robots,etc.  
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III. RESULTS 
 
Here we have used a variant set of images for testing 
purpose and the results that our sytem gave after 
performing test is of the images containing human 
faces only. Thus from this information we can say if a 
human being is present over there or not. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
This project on Human Being Detection by Robotic 
eye has given us an opportunity to study about many 
popular methods used in the field of face recognition. 
The elaborate literary survey that we performed 
provided us with the pros and cons of many 
recognition systems and the trade-offs associated with 
them. We also came to know that combining two or 
more techniques can improve the efficiency and 
accuracy of the system greatly. In this project we 

have developed a PCA based human being’s face 
recognition system for feature extraction and 
matching various distance classifiers. Hence,  we 
conclude that we have successfully reached our goal 
of distinguishing other objects (say animals, toys, 
other robots,etc.) from humans and indicating the 
latter’s presence. 
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